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SOI L ART BY AN DREW BI GGS

This month’s soil art is from Andrew Biggs who snapped this emu footprint in a red Kandosol in western
Queensland. Red Kandosol has been nominated as the Northern Territory’s state soil. For a summary of all
six nominated State soils, go to page 12.
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FROM ASSSI PRESI DEN T ST EPH EN CAT T LE
In 2001 ASSSI’s Federal Council, under the leadership of Lyn Abbott, put together the
society’s first strategic plan, for the years 2002–2006 and published it in Profile 129
(http://www.asssi.asn.au/MO/profile/profilearchive.htm). Although it doesn’t appear on
our website, it has much in common with our Statement of Purposes document
(http://www.asssi.asn.au/general/statement.htm) required of all groups incorporated in
the ACT, as ASSSI is. At a recent meeting of the Federal Executive Committee, we
updated the strategic plan in light of developments over the last five years.
In the best traditions of corporate management-speak, we decided ASSSI should have a
strategic plan that includes a vision, a mission statement, a set of objectives and a series
of activities that will enable us to achieve these objectives. At the time of printing, the
draft vision, mission statement and objectives (see page 4) had been put to Federal
Council, but a full list of activities was still being compiled. We hope that the plan will
enable members to better appreciate the goals of the society and the rationale for the different activities that the
Federal Council and/or Branches initiate. In 2008, the Federal Executive and the broader Federal Council plan to
focus on activities to support objectives that we have not yet achieved.
In our discussions about the strategic plan, it became evident that defining aims, roles and activities is not always
straightforward. While our membership has become more diverse and encompasses people with an interest in soil
science as well as those practising soil science and managing soil, we decided that ASSSI’s primary roles are to act
as the peak body for soil scientists in Australia and to promote soil science in this country. The promotion of
sustainable soil management practices is not the society’s raison d’être, but rather the responsibility of primary
industry and environment departments around the country. The science of soil is our focus, and we benefit from
having a diverse membership of researchers, academics, managers, practitioners and interested individuals involved
in our soil science community.
Since the last issue of Profile, I have attended both the Harald Jensen Lecture and the Leeper Lecture, the ‘marquee
events’ of the NSW and Victorian branches, respectively. In both cases, eminent Sandgroper soil scientists
delivered the lectures (WA really is booming at the moment) and good crowds attended the lectures and following
dinners. Having observed the success of these annual lectures, and heard good reports of the Ronald McDonald
Memorial Lectures held by the Queensland Branch, I hope other branches consider instituting their own annual or
bi-annual lectures, as such events are ASSSI highlights and meet a number of our strategic plan objectives.
At the Leeper Lecture in November I had the pleasure of announcing and presenting the CG Stephens Award for
the best PhD in soil science in 2006. The winner is Dr Samantha Grover, who completed a PhD entitled Carbon
and water dynamics of peat soils in the Australian Alps at La Trobe University. To celebrate Sam’s achievement
(see page 8) the Federal Executive organised a media release about her award and work, to coincide with World
Soils Day on 5 December. During 2008 we hope to issue releases celebrating the work of the other ASSSI award
winners. As an International Year of Planet Earth (IYPE) initiative, we also plan to produce a series of press
releases next year relating members’ research or soil science activities to current issues or events (e.g. bushfires,
dust storms, drought, floods, bumper crops, chemical spills). Watch this space, and the media, for updates.
And finally, while I’m still on the media, I’d like to acknowledge the quick action of the Queensland Branch in
getting the Society into the soil carbon sequestration and trading debate in that state. An article in a weekly rural
newspaper in Queensland called for soil scientists to have a say on the issue of carbon trading companies
promoting their schemes to landholders. Within a couple of weeks the Queensland Branch Executive and I had put
together a response and had it published in the same newspaper (Queensland Country Life, 18 October 2007).
While the opinions of members of the Society are bound to be diverse on such topics, I think it is crucial that
ASSSI office-holders make some measured contributions to these public debates, as the promotion of soil science
is one of our key objectives. I encourage other branches to follow the lead of the Queenslanders if there are
relevant, local issues related to soil that the Society can comment on in the local media. So until next year, I hope
you all really dig Christmas and the New Year, and return refreshed and raring to bolus in 2008.
Stephen Cattle CPSS Stage 3
Profile December 2007
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FROM T H E EDI T OR
Thank you to everyone who contributed to Profile over the past year. This is the seventh
issue I have produced since returning as editor in 2006, and without all your contributions in
that time, Profile would not have appeared. Although my editorial intentions are good, I am
so busy producing ‘outputs’ and meeting ‘milestones’ in my day job that it is difficult to
find the time to compile Profile every three months, let alone plan ahead and commission or
write articles! Thank heavens so many of you are willing to make time in your own busy
schedules to write stories and take photographs. Thanks too to everyone who has provided
soil art photos to help us see the intrinsic beauty in soils and open our eyes to new ways of
seeing our world. Please keep sending your wonderful photos and adding some magic to
Profile. I look forward to working with you next year to produce some memorable newsletters.
Rebecca Lines-Kelly
WE WANT YOUR PHOTOS
ASSSI is seeking soil photos from members for use on its website and for a possible soil calendar. If you
have high resolution soil photos that you think ASSSI could use (with acknowledgment of course),
please email them to ASSSI executive officer Linda Bennison with details at office@asssi.asn.au.

ASSSI was founded in 1955 to work towards the advancement of soil
science in the professional academic and technical fields.
It comprises a Federal Council and six branches (Qld, NSW, Riverina,
Vic, SA and WA). Liability of members is limited.
ABN: 96 080 783 106
Website: www.asssi.asn.au
ASSSI OBJECTIVES
To promote the field of soil science
To further the expertise in soil science of members
To be a forum for discussion on soil science
To increase government and community awareness of soil science
To liaise and cooperate with other organisations in support of mutual interests
To encourage research and extension in soil science
To promote wise management of the soil resource throughout Australia
MEMBERSHIP
For all membership and CPSS application and renewal enquiries go to
http://www.asssi.asn.au/members/memberships.htm or contact the ASSSI executive officer Linda
Bennison at office@asssi.asn.au, phone 03 5622 0804 or fax 03 5622 0806.
PROFILE CONTRIBUTIONS
All contributions to Profile are welcome and can be sent to the editor at 02 6626 1319 or
rebecca.lines-kelly@dpi.nsw.gov.au, or PO Box 468 Mullumbimby NSW 2482. Email contributions are
preferred. Please email photos as separate attachments.
PROFILE DEADLINES 2008: 15 February, 15 May, 15 August, 15 November.
PROFILE ADVERTISING
Advertising in Profile is welcome, and must be relevant to some aspect of soil science.
Rates are: $220 full page, $110 half page, and $55 quarter page.
Information about conferences, courses, scholarships etc is published free.
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ASSSI ST RAT EGI C PLAN REV I SI T ED
At its December meeting, Federal Council discussed updating ASSSI’s strategic plan. A first draft of the updated
vision, mission and objectives is below. Council is currently considering a second draft which will be circulated to
members in January for comment. Comments will be accepted until 1 March when the final draft will be decided
and published in the March issue of Profile. Please direct all comments to Linda Bennison at office@asssi.asn.au.

Draft vision
ASSSI is recognised as the peak body in Australia for professional soil scientists.

Draft mission statement
ASSSI will promote the importance of soil in Australia and the development of competent professional soil
scientists and managers.

Draft objectives
1. Support initiatives that enhance the profile of soil science in Australia by
• involvement with IUSS activities
• encouraging membership of the society
• promoting soil science to the general public
• engaging with key government and industry sectors
2 Enhance expertise in soil science by
• Accrediting Certified Professional Soil Scientists (CPSS)
• Providing opportunities for training and mentoring of soil scientists
• Arranging seminars, workshops, training courses and field trips
• Providing travel awards and support for students and early career scientists
3. Recognise excellence in soil science by
• Presenting Medals and Awards
• Awarding student prizes
• Bestowing honorary life memberships
4. Create and maintain effective networks for soil scientists by
• Maintaining a federal office for the ASSSI
• Supporting branches of the ASSSI
• Encouraging students and early career scientists to join the ASSSI
• Providing good value to members
• Providing a forum for discussion
• Disseminating information via website, email, newsletter, seminars, conferences & workshops.#
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CALL FOR ASSSI AWARD N OM I N AT I ON S
Do you know someone who has contributed notably to the field of soil science?
If so, consider nominating them for one of four ASSSI awards to be made in
2008.

Outstanding contribution to soil science
The JA Prescott Medal of Soil Science is awarded to a person, not necessarily a
Society member, who has made an outstanding contribution to soil science.
Submit written nominations to the Federal Secretary by 31 March 2008.

Excellence in research and its communication
The JK Taylor, OBE, Gold Medal in Soil Science is awarded for excellence in
both research and its communication during 2007-2008. The research
publication can be in any form - papers, books, maps, videos, films, etc about
Australian and/or NZ soils. Submit written nominations to the Federal Secretary
by 31 March 2008.

Soil research paper by soil scientist under 35
The ASSSI Publication Medal is awarded for published research by a soil
scientist under 35. Submit written nominations to the Federal Secretary by 31
March 2008.

Best PhD thesis in soil science
The CG Stephens PhD Award in Soil Science is made to a (financial) student
member of the Society for the best PhD thesis in soil science granted by an
Australian University in the previous calendar year. Submit written nominations
to the Federal Secretary by 30 June 2008.

Samantha Grover, winner of
ASSSI’s 2007 CG Stephens
award for her PhD thesis on
alpine peatlands. See p 8 for
details of her research.
Photo: Greenhouse CRC

All four awards will be announced and presented at the Joint NZSSS/ASSSI Conference to be held in Palmerston
North, New Zealand in December 2008. Find more information about the awards at
http://www.asssi.asn.au/general/awards.php.#

CALL FOR H ON ORARY LI FE M EM BER N OM I N AT I ON S
ASSSI is calling for nominations for Honorary Life Members of the
Society. Current life members are listed in the box at right.
Honorary membership for life shall be restricted to people who have
retired from active service and who have rendered eminent service to soil
science and/or the Society.
Criteria for nomination include at least 15 years membership of the
Society, or evidence of service such as committee membership, service as
an office bearer, contribution to the organisation of conferences, field days
and operation of Branches.
Nominations need to be submitted by 30 September 2008.
For more details about the nomination process see page 1 of the society’s
rules at http://www.asssi.asn.au/downloads/ASSSIRulesJan2005.pdf. #

V ALE J OH N LOV EDAY
John Loveday, former Assistant Chief of the CSIRO’s Division of Soils
and ASSSI honorary life member, died in Canberra in October 2007. His
obituary will appear in Profile in 2008. #
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CURRENT LIFE MEMBERS
Prof Graham Aylmore
Dr Robin Bruce
Mr Peter Charman
Mr Max Churchward
Dr Bruce Cockroft
Prof Neville Collis-George
Dr Bill Emerson
Mr Ian Fergus
Dr John Freney
Mr Cedric Hawkins
Dr Tim Marshall
Dr Don McIntyre
Prof Jim Quirk Em.
Prof Calvin Rose
Dr Ian Sargeant
Dr Robert Van de Graaff
Dr Pat Walker
Dr Stan Waring
Dr Colin Williams #
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2 0 0 7 ASSSI AGM
The Annual General Meeting of the society for 2007 took place on Friday 23 November at 4pm at the
University of Melbourne. Twenty three financial members of the society attended, achieving the
quorum needed for the meeting. Items discussed at the meeting included the following matters.

Membership

Treasurer’s report

Steve Cattle noted there are currently around 800
members nationwide, and approximately 150 of these
are unfinancial. This is disappointing considering the
arrears amnesty; however, the number of financial
members is steady from 2006 and is at an all-time
high. Approximately 100 members are also CPSS.

The Australian Society of Soil Science Inc is in a
strong financial position with assets of $140,753 for
the year ended December 31 2006. Over the last four
years the Finance Review Committee (FRC) has
taken a conservative approach with funds
management in anticipation of the World Congress of
Soil Science Inc requiring financial support from the
society. The intention is to continue with
conservative funds management until 2009 and
support the Congress with registrations in 2010.

Corporate branding
The new logo has been rolled out and the associated
branding of caps, hats, clothing, letterheads, website,
and certificates has occurred.

Internet site
The society’s new internet site has been developed to
incorporate new branding, greater navigability,
greater functionality, a members only area and online
administration. General information, including the
state soils, will be available in the public access
pages.

Raising ASSSI’s profile
Six State soils have been selected by the ASSSI
branches, with media releases announcing the
selections issued on World Soils Day2006.

World Congress of Soil Science 2010
Organising and Scientific Committees’ have started
work in preparing for 2010. They hope to
secure sponsorship in early 2008.
NZ
The meeting noted the passing of Honorary
Life Members Bill MacArthur and Geoff
Humphreys.

Life membership
There is an opportunity for branches to
nominate candidates for life membership.
There are currently 21 Honorary Life
Members and society can have a maximum of
26.
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In 2006 the Society supported conference attendances
and presented awards to the value of $21,194. This
included support to early career soil scientists to
attend the World Congress of Soil Science held in
Philadelphia and student members to attend the
ASSSI National Soils Conference held in Adelaide,
and striking medals for awards.

Minutes

Federal Council will organise issue/position papers to
raise the profile of ASSSI and soil science. The 2008
International Year of Planet Earth may be a suitable
forum to announce the papers.

Vale

The FRC is investigating how surplus funds can be
targeted effectively toward Society aims. To ensure
this outcome the FRC will be working on the ASSSI
strategic plan over the next twelve months.

The complete minutes of the AGM are available to
members on the ASSSI website at
http://www.asssi.asn.au/. Go to the downloads page
and then enter the Members Only Downloads section
of the web. #

SOI LS CON FEREN CE

It’s time to start planning for the joint conference of
the Australia and New Zealand societies of soil
science in Palmerston North NZ on 1-5 December
2008. Abstracts are due on 1 March and early
registrations on 1 June. There are also pre and post
conference tours that you can incorporate into your
NZ trip: a three day trip from Auckland to Palmerston
North, and a three day trip from Palmerston North to
Christchurch. For details go to
http://conferences.massey.ac.nz/Soils2008/index.htm.
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2 0 0 7 LEEPER M EM ORI AL LECT U RE
Gemma Heemskirk reports on the 16th Leeper
Memorial Lecture, delivered by Lyn Abbott, Head of
the School of Earth and Geographical Sciences at
the University of Western Australia. The annual
lecture is organised by ASSSI’s Victorian branch
together with the Faculty of Land and Food
Resources, the University of Melbourne. Lyn
Abbott, pictured right, spoke on organic agriculture
as a model for understanding soil fertility.

The 2007 Leeper Lecture was attended by approximately
90 people, half of them ASSSI members. Nine members
of the Riverina Branch made a weekend excursion of the
event, arriving by mini-bus on the Friday morning and
joining the Leeper Lecture field trip to west Gippsland
next day.
The lecture is advertised throughout the University of
Melbourne as part of the Dean’s lecture series. Victorian
branch president Robert White welcomed everyone and
the Dean, Richard Roush, officially welcomed ASSSI to
Melbourne University. Federal vice president Richard
MacEwan’s introduction acknowledged GW Leeper’s
contribution to the classification of soils in Australia,
particularly the Northcote classification system.
Organic agriculture is increasing in
popularity in Australia. It depends to a
greater extent on biological processes to
recycle nutrients in soil than do other
forms of agriculture. There is a unique
opportunity to use organic agriculture as a
model for questioning the relative roles of
soil chemical and biological processes in
food production.
Lyn Abbott

Above: Bill
Cotching, soil
scientist, with
Tas. Institute of
Agricultural
Research
(TIAR), left, and
Graeme
Stevenson,
organic certifier
and consultant.
Left: Jess Coad,
project officer
TIAR, left, and
Anna Renkin,
Cradle Coast
landcare
coordinator.
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Five members from Tasmania joined the lecture
via video link from the University of Tasmania,
Cradle Coast Campus in Burnie, North West
Tasmania. The Victorian branch’s Tasmanian
representative Lucy Burkitt said ‘everyone really
enjoyed Lyn's presentation and it got us thinking
about the future of intensive agriculture and
alternative models to improve sustainability and
reduce environmental impact’.
The lecture was also viewed in Darwin by
Samantha Grover who was presented with
ASSSI’s CG Stephens Award for the best soil
science PhD thesis for 2007, accepted on her
behalf by Dr Ken Rowe. Details of Samantha’s
research are on the next page.
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After the lecture, attendees enjoyed refreshments in the Systems Gardens and 36 people enjoyed a three-course
meal and wine. The next day 30 people travelled east of the city on a field trip led by Alice Melland, Mark Imhof
and Ian Sargeant. First stop was a roadside cutting of a Podosol near Cranbourne, otherwise known as Cranbourne
sand, followed by inspections of a self-mulching black Vertosol (above) under Morry Cafra’s organic vegetable
farm in Koo Wee Rup (the Asparagus Capital of Australia!), and a red Ferrosol under the Wallace family’s organic
dairy farm in Ellinbank (below). The field trip was thoroughly enjoyed by everyone, and the companion notes
prepared by Mark Imhof, care of Victorian Resources Online (www.dpi.vic.gov.au/vro), were appreciated by all.
There was also talk of a reciprocal visit of the Victorian branch to the Riverina area next year.#

CG ST EPH EN S AWARD FOR PEAT LAN D T H ESI S
Samantha Grover, a research associate at Charles Darwin University NT, has won ASSSI’s
2007 CG Stephens award for the best soil science thesis for her La Trobe University PhD on
the chemical and physical properties of high country peats. In her research into peatland at
Wellington Plain in the Victorian Alps, Samantha found that the peats are around 3300 years
old. Between 131 and 139 years ago the bog peats drained to form dried peat which
subsequently lost organic material through erosion. When she compared the decomposition
of the organic material in wet and dry peats, she found that dry peat decomposes more slowly
than boggy peats. According to ASSSI President Stephen Cattle, Samantha’s research was
‘quite challenging’. ‘This type of work has never been carried out in Australia before now.
There are important implications for understanding how climate may affect carbon storage in
the peats, alpine ecology and water yield and flows from the high country river systems.‘The
research contributes important knowledge on the behaviour of organic soils. It is information
that is much-needed in these uncertain times. The more we know and understand about the
behaviour of carbon in the environment the better.’#
Profile December 2007
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CPSS ACCREDI T AT I ON BOARD REPORT
Graham Price, chair of the CPSS Accreditation Board, reports on the
Board’s recent activities.

The Accreditation Board held its final meeting for the year on December 3 and has
implemented some changes for 2008.
Introduction of a searchable register of expertise
A searchable Register of Expertise is currently being developed to allow CPSSs to
nominate their areas of expertise. The existing PDF Registers served as a starting
point in the development of this facility, but the categories were too prescriptive in
several instances, resulting in some CPSSs being unable to find suitable categories for
their areas of expertise. The searchable register will replace the current PDFs in 2008. CPSSs will be able to
update their areas of expertise via an administration link on the ASSSI web site in 2008.
Opportunity for CPSSs to link their CPSS map location to their web page or email address
The ASSSI web site now has an interactive map providing the location of accredited CPSSs (see next page). In
2008 individual accredited CPSSs will be able to link their company web page or email address to their entry.
External assessment of diaries in 2008
The number of OPD diaries requiring assessment is growing beyond the capacity of CPSS Board members who
volunteer their time to serve on the Board. In 2008 assessment of diaries and audits is to be outsourced. This will
allow for more timely assessment of diaries and greater consistency in diary assessment. The assessor is to be or
has previously been a Leading Stage 3 CPSS and will be appointed by the Board. Board members will now
perform an auditing role with each board member reviewing 10% of assessed diaries as a quality control process.
2008 Accreditation Board
Graham Price remains Chair of the 2008 board and has indicated that he will retire from the Board at the end of the
year. Board members, Pam Hazelton, Stuart Macnish, Stephen Cattle, Cam Grant and Larry White will be joined
by new board member David McKenzie. Neal Menzies remains a member but is not active on the CPSS Board due
to his involvement with the World Congress of Soil Science. Linda Bennison, society executive officer, remains as
secretary to the Board.
CPSS 2008 fees
The 2008 CPSS accreditation fees remain the same as 2007; $330 annual fee, $165 application fee for new
applicants, $nil re-assessment fee and $22 student affiliation fee.
CPSS leave provision
A CPSS experiencing difficulty in obtaining sufficient hours of OPD or making the annual payment due to
maternity, paternity or carer leave or as a result of a temporary career change may submit a special request to the
CPSS Board for special consideration. Requests
must be in writing and submitted via the ASSSI
federal office. The Board will assess each case
individually and extenuating circumstances will
be dealt with at the discretion of the Board. No
consideration will be given to members who have
not bothered to meet CPSS requirements unless
genuine extenuating circumstances exist.
Revision of the CPSS handbook
The Board will be revising the handbook in
January 2008. The revised handbook will be
printed and circulated to ASSSI members.
May I take this opportunity to wish all members a
safe and happy festive season.
Graham Price, CPSS Stage 3
Chair, Accreditation Board
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Season’s greetings from the CPSS Board, from left
Stuart Macnish, Stephen Cattle, Graham Price, Larry
White, Pam Hazelton.
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How to locate a
Certified Professional Soil Scientist

1. Visit the ASSSI web site home page and
click on the Find a CPSS in your Location tab.

2. To view more information about a Certified
Professional Soil Scientist click on an orange
‘marker pin’.

3. To find a particular location use the zoom function in the top left corner of the screen or the
directional arrows. This allows you to select State, regional or city level – the choice is yours.
If you are not on this map consider applying for Certified Professional Soil Scientist accreditation.
Application forms are on the society web site or contact the ASSSI Federal Office for assistance.
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N EW M EM BERS
Toufiq Iqbal
Toufiq is currently completing his PhD in
aluminium toxicity in acid soil under the
supervision of Dr Caixian Tang in the
Department of Agricultural Sciences at La
Trobe University. He completed both
bachelor and masters from Bangladesh
Agricultural University and did research
work through a UNESCO fellowship in
Zhejiang University, Hangzhou, China.
Toufiq hopes to learn new ideas in soil
science through his membership of ASSSI..

Tigist Oicha Wollelo
Tigist completed her BSc at Mekelle
University, Ethiopia in the department of
Soil and Water Conservation and after
obtaining a postgraduate diploma in
groundwater resources in Israel, returned to
Ethiopia to lecture in soil physics, water
harvesting and hydrology. She recently
completed her MSc with distinction at
Ghent University, Belgium, with a thesis on
the impact of conservation agriculture on
the field water balance of Eragrostis tef in northern Ethiopia. She is currently
pursuing PhD studies in Vienna Austria, and has joined ASSSI as an overseas
member to find out more about Australian management of Vertosols, which
comprise 12% of Ethiopia’s soils. She can be contacted at
Tigistder@yahoo.com. #

Welcome to the following
new ASSSI members
ACT
Julia Jasonsmith
NSW
Edward Burton

Navneet Kaur Brar
Susan Orgill
QLD
Kathryn Taylor
Navjot Kaur
Matthew Pomeroy
SA
Nathan Creeper
Jennifer de Livera
TAS
Paul Adams
VIC
Glenn Marriott
James Curtis
Malcolm Trainor
WA
Adriaan de Waal
Overseas
Tigist Oicha Wollelo #

M EM BERSH I P LEAV E
Over the past couple of months several members have contacted the ASSSI office seeking advice on membership
leave for both ASSSI and CPSS accreditation. The provisions for membership leave have been discussed at
Federal Council and CPSS Accreditation Board meetings and the existing Rule was found to be adequate.
Rule 2.8.6 on remission of subscription states that a member who wishes to be excused the payment of subscription
for a certain period shall make application to the Federal Office through his or her Branch committee giving the
reasons for the request. Federal Council may decide to remit all or part of the subscription on such conditions as it
may determine.
It is understood that there may be occasions where members take leave for illness or carer duties resulting in
difficulty in the payment of the subscription dues or where insufficient professional development has taken place to
maintain CPSS accreditation. If this applies to you then you may forward in writing an application for remission of
subscription or accreditation. Each submission will be assessed individually by either the Federal Council or the
Accreditation Board who will at their discretion assess the extenuating circumstances on an individual basis.
Linda Bennison, ASSSI Executive Officer
Profile December 2007
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ASSSI ST AT E SOI LS
ASSSI branches have now nominated six State soils, not without fierce debate, discussion and
argument. In the end most were chosen for their ubiquity and economic importance.

WA STATE SOIL

SA STATE SOIL

VICTORIA STATE SOIL

Yellow chromosol

Calcarasol

Mottled brown sodosol

Also known as grey sandy duplex soil,
this soil features a sandy and usually
grey coloured topsoil over a texture
contrast mottled clay subsoil. A
bleached subsurface horizon is often
present. Subsoil colour is variable, but
usually yellow or grey. It may have
small amounts of gravel over the clay.

Calcarasols are calcareous sandy
loams grading to a very highly
calcareous sandy clay loam with
abundant rubble over heavy clay at
depth. They are well drained,
alkaline, moderately fertile, and
reasonably deep. Common chemical
problems (or challenges) include high
levels of salinity, sodicity, alkalinity
and boron toxicity; phosphorus
deficiency and reduced availability of
trace elements.

Also known as yellow duplex soils,
these soils have yellow to brownish
yellow coloured upper subsoil
horizons that are usually mottled due
to variable and restrictive drainage
conditions. They generally have a
bleached subsurface (A2) horizon
leached of most of its nutrients and
often waterlogged as water builds up
on top of the dispersive subsoil after
heavy rains.

This widespread and common
agricultural soil occupies 2.5 million
ha in most areas of southwest WA
except the jarrah/karri forests and the
north east wheatbelt.
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In SA calcarasols occupy over 5.5
million hectares and occur in every
biophysical region. They are important
cropping soils on Eyre and Yorke
Peninsulas, Murray Mallee and lower
rainfall parts of northern agricultural
districts, and used for pasture and
irrigated horticulture, particularly vines
along the Murray and Clare Valley.

Maintaining vegetation cover and
encouraging organic matter build up
are very important for fertility and
aggregation on these soils. Care is
needed in managing them without
causing erosion.
They are widespread across Victoria,
predominantly in the 450-800 mm
rainfall zone and have traditionally
supported grazing.
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NSW STATE SOIL

QLD STATE SOIL

NT STATE SOIL

Red Chromosol

Vertosol

Kandosol

Also known as red brown earths, red
podzolic soils or red duplex soils, Red
Chromosols feature a strong texture
contrast between the A and B
horizons. They are distinguished from
other texture contrast soils by not
being strongly acidic like Kurosols or
sodic like Sodosols in their upper B
horizons. The soil is widespread
throughout NSW, particularly on the
western slopes of central and
southern NSW., occupying some 20%
of the state.

Vertosols are clay soils (>35% clay)
with shrink-swell properties that cause
deep and wide cracking on drying.
The soils vary in colour - black, brown,
grey and red with every gradation in
between - and range from strongly
acid to highly calcareous. Australia
has a greater area and diversity of
Vertosols than any other country.

Kandosols are the most widespread
soil across NT. Red and brown
suborders are the most common with
the Red Kandosol generally being
lower in gravel, better drained, deeper
and higher in clay content then its
brown counterpart.

In their natural condition, these soils
have favourable physical and
chemical properties, but many now
have hardsetting surface layers with
structural degradation and
acidification problems caused by longterm cultivation.
The soil was first farmed in the early
19th century and is now used for
grazing, cropping and vineyards. It
has been described as ‘the workhorse
of agriculture’ in NSW.
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With high chemical fertility and water
holding capacity, Vertosols have the
potential to be productive agricultural
soils, but need significant rainfall
before water is available to plants, can
be difficult to cultivate when wet, and
often need lime or gypsum to improve
their structure.
More than half of Australia’s Vertosols
are found in Queensland, where they
occupy 28% of the state’s total area.
58% of the State’s cropping area is
located on Vertosols.

In the Top End the soil is used for
tropical horticulture and forestry. In
the Katherine Daly region where the
fertility status is slightly higher they
form the backbone of successful
mixed farming enterprises including
horticulture, dry land and irrigated
cropping and intensive pastoralism.
In the centre they are increasingly
being used for horticultural crops such
as table grapes, citrus and dates.
There is also a growing focus on bush
tucker foods such ‘bush tomatoes’
and wattle seeds on Aboriginal lands.
With increased interest in establishing
agriculture in the northern Australia
the Red Kandosol has been and will
continue to be the soil where most
research and development will be
focussed.
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WH AT ’S H APPEN I N G I N T H E T ERRI T ORY ?
Jason Hill brings ASSSI members up to date with what’s happening in soil science in the Northern
Territory.

It’s been a number of years since we provided an
update on what’s happening in the far north.
Without an official NT branch, ASSSI members
both in public and private industry are affiliated
with other state branches.
NT is still maintaining an ongoing field survey
program although it is much reduced. The focus is
now split between new surveys, completing
unfinished work, building quality digital datasets
with core attributes and capturing a 50 year
backlog of data.

Land Unit
Surveys

Darwin

1 : 25,000
1 : 50,000
1 : 100,000

Land System
Surveys
1 : 250,000

Katherine

0

50

100 km

Land capability assessment
Federal and Territory governments have invested
significant resources in land capability assessment
across NT. Over 150 land resource surveys are
now captured spatially with approximately 30,000
soil descriptions, of which about 700 have
chemical and/or physical data.
Detailed 1:25,000 land unit surveys have targeted
the Greater Darwin area with 1:50 000 information
across the agricultural soils of the Coastal Plains
and the Daly Basin. More recently surveys have
moved away from agricultural areas to an
integrated catchment approach. In addition to this
there is 1:100,000 and 1:250,000 land system
information across Arnhem Land, the Roper
Catchment, Southern Gulf, Sturt Plateau and Port
Keats.
Thanks to initiatives in Alice Springs in the late
1980s and 1990s by the NT government, the
National Landcare Program and the
Central Land Council a patchwork of
1:100,000 surveys exist across the pastoral
and Aboriginal land in the southern region
and the Barkly Tableland. This
information has proved vital for building a
knowledge of these largely unknown
landscapes.

Tanami
Desert

Great Sandy
Desert

Tennant Creek

Alice Springs
Simpson
Desert

Land unit surveys across the Northern Territory

Victoria River project
Our ‘nemesis’ as we now know it has been
the Victoria River District land resource
project. It was a massive undertaking
initiated in 1989, covering an area of
87,000km2, involving 20 staff and up to
seven survey teams at different times,
describing some 3300 profiles. The project
has encountered its fair share of issues
Profile December 2007

Land resource officers from Alice Springs and Darwin prepare
to describe and sample a soil pit at a pasture trial site on the
Barkly Tableland in April. Finding a shady tree for lunch or a
camp shower is a difficult task in such a landscape.
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including project coordination,
staff retirement, data quality and
management issues. After a
review two years ago, new project
officers are slowly moving the
project forward, with an emphasis
on reviewing and capturing site
profile information into the NT
soil and land database (SALInfo).
Although still at least a year off
completion it will be one of the
largest land resource surveys
published at that scale in Australia.

ASRIS
Another key project is NT’s
contribution to ASRIS. With the
funds available we have been able
Steve Marvanek (CSIRO), Jason Hill (NT), Rob Moreton (Tas), Chris
to join land system mapping across
Mangion (NT), Rob Fitzpatrick (CSIRO), Bernie Powell (Qld), Bart
the territory. Two datasets have
Edmeades (NT) and Graeme Owen (NT) jointly describe and sample
now been compiled, a seamless
an excavated pit on the Adelaide River floodplain in August for the
national acid sulfate soil atlas.
1:250,000 coverage for the Top End
including information from the
surveys mentioned earlier and a 1:1,000,000 coverage for the
southern arid lands. The priority now is to attribute these land
systems according to the ASRIS specifications. The project has
been a joint effort by many staff, with various officers taking
responsibility for a particular region. The information is already in
demand by the pastoral industry and is taking on a new role with
regard to the federal government’s Northern Taskforce. With
further funding we plan to incorporate the VRD mapping and the
patchwork of land resource surveys across the Barkly Tableland
into a 1:250,000 coverage of the northern savanna”.
Land resource information across NT is now viewable on line.
Although minimal at this stage we are slowly uploading site and
map unit data on the department’s website
(www.nt.gov.au/nreta/nretamaps/). Over time this data discovery
tool will only improve with better background imagery and
additional information uploaded weekly from databases such as
SALInfo.

AUSAID
Another minor but significant project is the involvement of some
staff in a joint Charles Darwin University and AUSAID project
looking at developing sustainable agriculture in Eastern Indonesia.
Darwin is climatically similar to eastern Indonesia and is closer to
cities such as Dili and Kupang than to any other city in Australia.
Brian Lynch and Graeme Owen describe
Land management staff from various islands in Eastern Indonesia
a soil landscape in a Bulwaddy
have visited the Top End and received training in land capability
community on Amungee Mungee Station
and soil description. Staff from Darwin recently visited West
in November.
Timor and provided basic training. Further exchanges are planned
to assist enthusiastic local staff in generally poorly resourced agencies to collect soil data on which they can
proceed to build land capability information.
Profile December 2007
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Well that’s it from the territory. Once again feel free to drop in if
you travel north during those cold winter months. Be warned
though, you maybe ushered into one of our field vehicles and sent
bush with your swag and an auger to places few have ventured. #
Left: Jason Hill provides soil training to Indonesian land
management staff in West Timor, Indonesia in October.

DAV E H OWE RET I RES
The territory is losing one of its longest serving land resource
officers, Dave Howe who began his career in the territory 35
years ago in 1972. His passion to work in the ‘last frontier’
enabled him to undertake some of the original soil survey work in
the Ord Valley and the coastal plains of the Top End and Daly
Basin. After surviving Cyclone Tracey and several buffalo
attacks he moved back to Victoria, but the territory and his
keenness for the tropics lured him north again. In his new role he
managed the parks section of the Conservation Commission of
the NT before heading up the Land and Vegetation Program. As
most who know him would agree he was a true easy going
territorian who was great a colleague and manager. His
knowledge of Top End landscapes has been pivotal for the development of horticultural land in the Top End and
agriculture in the Daly Basin. He has passed on an incredible knowledge to all staff who have worked under his
leadership. He has represented the NT on numerous national committees such as the National Committee on Soil
and Terrain, ESCAVI and ESCULUM. Dave will retire in Darwin where he will continue his ‘hunting and
gathering’ activities. Thanks Dave, and all the best in retirement from all those who have had the pleasure of
working alongside you. #
L to R: Dave Howe on his first day at work in Darwin in 1972…barefoot examination of ferricrete a year later
during the original survey of the Palmerston area, now a city of 30 000 people….taking a break from land
capability assessment in 2007!
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BEN CH M ARK I N G SOI L CON DI T I ON I N T H E WEST ERN CM A
NSW DPI soil scientists David Mitchell and Simon Speirs report on a NSW DPI project benchmarking
changes in soil physical and chemical properties in the Darling River system and the Nyngan Cobar
area.

Cropping in the low rainfall far west of NSW has affected the structural condition of soil. Earlier research has
shown measurable changes in soil surface structure, decline in soil chemical fertility and changes to biological
activity under cropped soils near Walgett, specifically less organic carbon, extractable phosphorous and stable
macro-aggregates and slightly more alkalinity than neighbouring pasture sites (Chan et al. 1988). In addition,
farmers in these areas have and are using a suite of different management practices for crop production from direct
drilling to conventional tillage and different stubble management techniques where the primary objective is to
control invasive native scrub.
A NSW DPI project funded by the Western CMA is attempting to benchmark changes in soil physical and
chemical properties in the Darling River system (Bourke, Brewarrina, Walgett area) (mainly Vertosols) and in the
Nyngan Cobar area (mainly Chromosols and Dermosols). The project aims to produce guidelines for management
of soils in the Western CMA area, and a better understanding of the effects of cropping on these soils.
Using long term records that provide cropping history back to 1985 and in consultation with growers, 80 sites have
been selected in this area to provide a suite of sampling sites with varied crop histories. Each site will be a fence
line comparison of cropped and uncropped sites. For each site a series of photographs show the soil profile in the
top 30 cm, the surface soil condition and the surrounding landscape. Soil profiles have been collected and described
to a depth of 1.2 m. Samples from the main horizons will be textured and ASWAT tests will be performed on
aggregates from 0-20, 20-100, 100-300 mm depths to determine the changes on soil structure. Standard chemical
analysis will be undertaken to determine the effects of cropping on soil fertility. More detailed analysis of the
aggregate stability of these soils using wet sieving will also be undertaken.
Initial results from the ASWAT test show that cropping has affected the physical condition of the red soils
(Chromosols, Dermosols) in the Cobar Nyngan area, with a decrease in the structural stability of cropped soil. The
project will provide an update in later Profile editions. For more information, contact Ian Toole or Jayne Jenkins at
Trangie Agricultural Research Centre: Ian.Toole@dpi.nsw.gov.au, Jayne.Jenkins@dpi.nsw.gov.au .#

Effect of a plough pan on a Mustard weed root

Undisturbed pasture paddock soil R13
Figure 1 Cropped pasture paddock soil with plugh pan at 10 cm R12

Undisturbed pasture soil
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Cropped pasture soil with plough
pan at 10 cm (also below)

Mustard weed root showing
effect of the plough pan
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I N N OV AT I ON AN D T ECH N OLOGY FOR ON -SI T E SEPT I C SY ST EM S
Robert van de Graaff reports on the fifth biennial conference about on-site domestic waste water
management systems, held at the University of New England in Armidale NSW in September.

The movement of waste water through the soil, the fate of its nutrients and its microbiological contaminants, and
the use of water and nutrients by macrophytes in reed beds all play a role in the sustainability or otherwise of
managing domestic wastes. The coming Australian – New Zealand Standard on domestic waste water management
will have an increasing soil content compared to its predecessor of 2000. These are subjects of interest to every
soil scientist keen to apply his or her expertise to the wider world beyond agriculture, or should be!

ASSSI opportunity
As always a large number of participants from local government environmental health departments, universities,
sewerage authorities and consultants participated, 170 this year. The great majority are at least tangentially dealing
with soils without having specialised training in that field. This is an uncultivated field of opportunity for soil
scientists and by inference for ASSSI to display the relevance of our subject to these potential clients. The
potential for furthering the goals of ASSSI was well understood by ASSSI’s Linda Bennison, who distributed
notebooks with the ASSSI logo, operated a stand to encourage people to join the Society, and moved about the
participants a lot.
This year’s conference was once again almost wholly organised by Robert Patterson, who runs Lanfax Laboratories
in Armidale and, with Malcolm Jones, co-edits the proceedings. Robert has a vibrant consulting service providing
services to local sewerage authorities, developers and individuals, testing and assessing soils and waste water and
designing re-use and irrigation systems. Robert was assisted by Joe Whitehead who runs training courses on waste
water management in Australia and New Zealand and always has someone talk about the soil, its susceptibility to
sodicity and dispersion, and its hydrological role.

Keynote speaker Robert Siegrist
Robert Patterson has always been able to invite and host the most prominent overseas speakers to lift the level of
the presentations to the best imaginable. This year Professor Robert Siegrist, Environmental Science and
Engineering, Colorado School of Mines, at Golden, gave one of the four keynote papers. Professor Siegrist
originally trained as an engineer and then found himself involved in a very large, all-encompassing USEPA-funded
program on management of septic tank systems and their on-site effluent discharge, conducted at Wisconsin
University in the early 1970s. The program involved 19 researchers from the department of soil science, 13 from
the department of civil and environmental engineering, 5 from the department of bacteriology and 5 from the food
research institute, as well senior staff from the departments of urban and regional planning, agricultural
engineering, agricultural economics and the environmental resources unit. The major results of this study, which
was still continuing in 1977, were published in 1978. (Small scale waste management project, USEPA, 1978.
Management of small waste flows. 810 pp. Municipal Environmental Research Laboratory, Office of Research
and Development, USEPA, Cincinnati, Ohio, 45268.)
As the soil aspect was as important if not more so than the engineering of waste water treatment systems, Robert
Siegrist the engineer became a soil scientist obtaining his PhD in that subject at Wisconsin. In his work he
cooperated closely with Johan Bouma, whose name is well known in our country. Bouma’s early work at
Wisconsin was in the hydrology of soils used for discharging septic tank effluent. Robert Siegrist has today rebuilt
a similar intensive research and extension program at Golden as existed at Madison, Wisconsin.

Local soils expertise
Apart from the presentation by Robert Siegrist, the soil aspects of domestic waste water management were
prominent in papers by Andrew Pharaoh et al, Ruwan Jayarathne et al., both from the University of Melbourne,
Philip Geary et al., University of Newcastle, and Robert Patterson. It was gratifying to see that Pharaoh and
Jayarathne built their researches on the previous (1982) ground breaking PhD thesis of Joost Brouwer at La Trobe
University on the performance of on-site systems on a wide range of different soils and climates around Melbourne.
For your correspondent the pleasure of a conference like this is that one is surrounded by people who are really
interested to hear what the impact of soil conditions can be on their problems at home, in the municipal council or
shire, where they are confronted with low standard land capability assessments, failing septic tank systems, and
possibly contaminated river water or ground water. It is a great feeling if one can be a source of revelation. It is
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also satisfying if one can let off steam about nonsensical governmental regulations and see the sympathetic
listener(s) return the sentiments with gusto. There must be times that to a particular state government authority it is
most inconvenient that Newton’s law of gravity and Darcy’s law of liquid flow through porous media actually
operate everywhere. If they could they would ban them from their area of jurisdiction.
The last day was an all day
field excursion and Robert
Patterson took us to a large
sewage treatment and
irrigation scheme outside
Armidale, a new housing
estate which was partly on
basalt-derived soils, a
proposed eco-village and the
unstoppably and spectacularly
tunnelling, gullying and
eroding soils (left) of the Gin’s
Gully Newholme Research
Station, operated by the
University of New England.
These soils could never be
used for rural residential
development and septic tank
systems. All in all an excellent week. Kudos to Rob Patterson, Joe Whitehead and all his helpers! Conference
abstracts and proceedings order forms are available at http://www.lanfaxlabs.com.au/onsite07/. #

RI V ERI N A BRAN CH N EWS
Testing out the turf
Nine members of the Riverina Branch travelled to Melbourne
in November to attend a range of exciting soils events. First
stop was the Melbourne Cricket Ground where arena manager
Tony Ware talked to the group about the construction for the
playing field surface and issues of turf management such as
irrigation and fertiliser use. At $75/m2 to establish the playing
field the MCG receives some pampering – then there is the
pitch! We now have a new appreciation for the grounds staff of
the MCG. The pitch curator should be retitled ‘smectologist’ as
he truly has a great understanding of swelling clays.
Right: Batsman Michael Moodie and keeper Karl
Andersson discover that being a soil scientist helps
makes dreams come true. Photo Jason Condon.

Goodbye John
After 39 years with the Riverina Branch, including three
stints as president, John Thompson has decided to call it
quits although he will still attend ASSSI functions. John is
pictured far left being farewelled by current president
Jason Condon. #
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QU EEN SLAN D BRAN CH N EWS
Qld branch has had a busy time in the past months, as branch president Ben Harms reports below.

We had an overwhelming response to our Understanding Soils workshops held in November. Two workshops
were conducted in Toowoomba & Brisbane for a combined attendance of 130 people, and we had to turn people
away! This year we had a revised one-day format, instead of our usual two-day course. The introductory course
covered components and properties of soils, practical implications of soil chemistry, and a consultant’s perspective.
There was also a practical session, pictured below, where participants got their hands dirty examining soil cores.
This will definitely be an annual event in the future.

Way back in September, there was a very special event – a reunion of Queensland soil practitioners (see
http://www.asssi.asn.au/downloads/DLU%20Reunion%20Report.pdf for a detailed report). Incorporated in the
weekend were a series of seminars (soon on the website hopefully) and two field tours open to the public. #
Below: Who can you recognise? Soil surveyors, soil conservationists and extension officers (all current or
former employees of the Qld Government) met at a weekend reunion in September.

In November, we were very
pleased to have Noel
Schoknecht of WA Dept of
Agriculture & Food, deliver
the biennial Ron McDonald
Memorial Lecture, on the topic
‘Making land resource
information useful’. Noel is
pictured here with Loretta
McKeering (Qld).
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Workshops on acid sulfate soils for
senior chemistry teachers have
continued – there is great potential
to further promote soil activities in
this way (maybe with a dedicated
education officer?). We also
allocated prizes in the annual
science contest conducted by the
Science Teachers Association. #
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N SW SOI L CON SERV AT I ON SERV I CE REU N I ON
Brian Murphy, former employee of the NSW Soil
Conservation Service, reports on the recent
reunion of members of the organisation.

On 10 November in Orange an event took place that had
some significance to the history of soils in NSW. It was
the reunion of members of the NSW Soil Conservation
Service which ceased in March 1991, 54 years after
started on 28 October 1938. More than 250 people
gathered at the Ex-Services Club in Orange to remember
their colleagues and the old times.

Reunion organisers Tony McCarthy, left and
Peter Charman, right, Noel Nebauer speaks.

The establishment of the NSW Soil Conservation Service
was a significant event for soils in NSW as in 1938,
NSW was ravaged by severe soil erosion and land
degradation. Over the next 50 years the SCS worked
hard to reverse these problems in the cropping lands, and
on the coast, rangelands, alpine areas and urban areas.
Some say SCS was so effective, it did itself out of a job,
hence its demise in March 1991.
As well as controlling erosion and reversing land
degradation, SCS had a large part in

• developing new cropping practices for controlling
water and wind erosion
• managing the soils and rangelands of the Western
Division of NSW
• starting the program to map NSW soils and develop a
The WA connection: Greg Hamilton, John Quilty
database of NSW soils.
and Keith Lindbeck, all former SCS.
Many members, including ASSSI life member Peter
Charman, played significant roles in ASSSI, contributing to ASSSI conferences, workshops and excursions,
especially those held by the NSW Branch.
The reunion in Orange was a timely reminder of the past work and dedication of all those who worked for the SCS
in conserving and developing the soil resources of NSW, and in enhancing the activities of ASSSI, especially NSW
Branch. Many thanks to Bruce Thompson of NSW Dept of Environment and Climate Change for the photos. #

Liz Shelly and Col Rosewell talk about old times and
rainfall erosivity (maybe?) at the SCS Reunion
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Peter Walker, Bob Junor (former Commissioner of
Soil Conservation) and Max Ingram.
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I U SS PEDOM ET RI CS COM M I SSI ON CON FEREN CE
Grant Tranter & Budiman Minasny report on the Pedometrics Commission’s biennial conference, held
in Germany in August.

The Pedometrics Commission of the IUSS held its biennial conference at the Eberhard Karls Universität, Tübingen,
Germany in August. One hundred participants, including soil scientists, surveyors, geographers, environmental
scientists, mathematicians and statisticians attended, including seven Australian representatives from Sydney,
Tatura & Perth. The conference was preceded by a workshop on the theory and application of spatial uncertainty
propagation run by Gerard Heuvelink and James Brown (the King of Soul), attended by 20 participants.
The first day of the conference started with a keynote
by Alex McBratney on ‘Developing pedometrics: a
history and geography of ideas’, followed by sessions
on digital soil mapping, soil sampling and
geostatistics, and a poster presentation session.
Commission chair Murray Lark provided food-forthought on the second day with his keynote, ‘On not
data mining in pedometrics’ followed by oral
presentation sessions on digital soil mapping,
uncertainty and soil sensing. That night attendees
headed to the Casino alongside the Neckar River for
the conference dinner and presentation of
pedometrics best paper awards for 2005 and 2006.
Winning papers were
• Savelieva, E, V Demyanov, M Kanevski, M Serre,
G Christakos. BME-based uncertainty assessment
of the Chernobyl fallout. Geoderma, 128 (2005):
312-324.
• Heuvelink GBM, Schoorl JM, Veldkamp A,
Pennock DJ. Space-time Kalman filtering of soil
redistribution. Geoderma 133 (2006):124-137.

Above: Nathan Odgers presenting his work on
digital soil mapping in the Hunter Valley.

The third day of the conference started with Dick
Brus’ keynote ‘Sampling for soil survey and
monitoring with examples from the Netherlands’,
followed with fuzzy logic and mixed topic sessions.
Best poster was awarded to NSW ASSSI member
Raphael Viscarra Rossel for his poster on wavelets
and NIR.
A field trip of the Baden-Wurttemberg region the
next day gave the soil scientists a chance to get their
hands dirty at soil pits representing some of the more
important and interesting soilscapes of the region.
The next pedometrics meeting is planned in Beijing
in 2009, and in the interim there will be three digital
soil mapping gatherings. A global workshop on high
resolution digital soil sensing and mapping will be
held in Sydney, 5-8 February 2008. At the European
Geophysical Union’s General Assembly in Vienna,
13-18 April 2008, Session SSS25 will feature novel
Above: A calcareous brown pelosol (clayey soil).
approaches to the prediction of key soil properties for
modelling physical processes. The third global
workshop on digital soil mapping will be held at the Utah State University in Logan, USA, in October, 2008.#
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SOI L SCI EN CE PAPERS
Below are papers relevant to soil science published in the latest issues of Australian Journal of Soil
Research and Journal of Experimental Agriculture.

Australian Journal of Soil Research 45:7 2007
The Brigalow Catchment Study: I. Overview of a 40year study of the effects of land clearing in the
brigalow bioregion of Australia
BA Cowie, CM Thornton, BJ Radford
The Brigalow Catchment Study: II. Clearing brigalow
(Acacia harpophylla) for cropping or pasture
increases runoff
CM Thornton, BA Cowie, DM Freebairn, CL
Playford
The Brigalow Catchment Study: III. Productivity
changes on brigalow land cleared for long-term
cropping and for grazing
BJ Radford, CM Thornton, BA Cowie, ML
Stephens
Changes in phosphorus fractions at various soil
depths following long-term P fertiliser application on a
Black Vertosol from south-eastern Queensland
X Wang, DW Lester, CN Guppy, PV Lockwood, C
Tang

Vertical distribution of alkali and alkaline earth metals
in the soil profile of a wetland–terrestrial ecosystem
complex in India
B Anjan Kumar Prusty, PA Azeez
Can soil amendments (zeolite or lime) shift the
balance between nitrous oxide and dinitrogen
emissions from pasture and wetland soils receiving
urine or urea-N?
M Zaman, ML Nguyen, F Matheson, JD
Blennerhassett, BF Quin
Influence of organic acid and amino acid on cadmium
and lead desorption from soil
S Chen, LN Sun, L Chao, QX Zhou, TH Sun
Microbial response to the addition of soluble organic
substrates
FC Hoyle, DV Murphy
To access the abstracts go to
http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/85/issue/3762.htm

Australian Journal of Soil Research 45:8 2007
Delineating soil landscape facets from digital
elevation models using compound topographic index
in a geographic information system
X Yang, GA Chapman, JM Gray and MA Young
The relation between soil structure and solute
transport under raised bed cropping and conventional
cultivation in south-western Victoria
JE Holland, RE White, R Edis
Influence of sodium adsorption ratio on sodium and
calcium breakthrough curves and hydraulic
conductivity in soil columns
O Dikinya, C Hinz, G Aylmore
Atrazine degradation and transport in runoff on a
Black Vertosol
DJ Rattray, J Standley, DM Silburn, DM Freebairn,
KP Spann
Effects of fire retardant on heathland soils in southeastern Australia
P Hopmans, N Collett, R Bickford
Use of bentonite to control the release of copper from
contaminated soils

W Ling, Q Shen, Y Gao, X Gu, Z Yang
Can synchrotron micro-x-ray fluorescence
spectroscopy be used to map the distribution of
cadmium in soil particles?
PJ Milham, TE Payne, B Lai, RL Trautman, Z Cai,
P Holford, AM Haigh, JP Conroy
Agronomic values of greenwaste biochar as a soil
amendment
KY Chan, L Van Zwieten, I Meszaros, A Downie, S
Joseph
Nitrogen contributions in a windmill grass (Chloris
truncata)–wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) system in
south-western Australia
H Syme, TL Botwright Acuña, D Abrecht, LJ Wade
Variation in soil strength, bulk density and gravel
concentration along a toposequence in Abeokuta,
south-western Nigeria
FK Salako, PO Dada, JK Adesodun, FA
Olowokere, IO Adekunle
To access the abstracts go to
http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/84/issue/3763.htm.

Australian Journal of Experimental Agriculture 47:11 2007
Subsoil constraints to crop production on neutral and
alkaline soils in south-eastern Australia: a review of
current knowledge and management strategies
D Adcock, AM McNeill, GK McDonald, RD
Armstrong
Reading the public mind: a novel approach to
improving the adoption of new science and
technology
NI Fisher, JHJ Cribb, AJ Peacock
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Application of composted pig bedding litter on a
Vertosol and Sodosol soil. 2. Effect on soil chemical
and physical fertility
RD Armstrong, C Eagle, SD Jarwal
Productivity of crops grown on raised beds on duplex
soils prone to waterlogging in Western Australia
DM Bakker, GJ Hamilton, DJ Houlbrooke, C, A
Van Burgel
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Determining the agronomic value of composts
produced from garden organics from metropolitan
areas of New South Wales, Australia

KY Chan, C Dorahy, S Tyler
To access the abstracts go to
http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/73/issue/3754.htm.

Australian Journal of Experimental Agriculture 47:12 2007
Adoption of conservation tillage in California: current
status and future perspectives
JP Mitchell, K Klonsky, A Shrestha, R Fry, A
DuSault, J Beyer, R Harben
What is limiting canola yield in southern New South
Wales? A diagnosis of causal factors
SN Lisson, JA Kirkegaard, MJ Robertson, A.
Zwart

Effects of water stress and soil type on
photosynthesis, leaf water potential and yield of olive
trees
B Ben Rouina, A Trigui, R d'Andria, M Boukhris,
M Chaïeb
To access the abstracts go to
http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/73/issue/3755.htm.

Other journals
Philip Smethurst
Soil supply and nutrient demand (SSAND): A general
nutrient uptake model and an example of its
application to forest management.
NB Comerford, WP Cropper Jr, H Li, PJ
Smethurst, KCJ Van Rees, EJ Jokela, H Adégbidi,
NF Barros 2006.

Canadian Journal of Soil Research 86:665-673.
Soil and foliar chemistry associated with potassium
deficiency in Pinus radiata.
PJ Smethurst, A Knowles, A. Wilkinson, K
Churchill, A Lyons (2007)
Canadian Journal of Forest Research 37:1093-1105.

If you have had a soil science paper published recently in a national or international journal, send the
details to the Profile editor at rebecca.lines-kelly@dpi.nsw.gov.au.

ECOSY ST EM REST ORAT I ON AT RAN GER U RAN I U M M I N E
Ian Hollingsworth, environment manager with URS Darwin, delivered a paper on ecosystem restoration at Ranger
uranium mine, at the WISMUT 2007 mining symposium, held in Germany in September. His paper focused on
landscape design using natural analogues for ecosystem restoration at Ranger uranium mine in the Northern
Territory of Australia.
The WISMUT 2007 symposium served as a forum for discussing innovative remediation technologies applied to
large-scale environmental restoration projects. Sponsored by the company WISMUT GmbH, the event proved to be
especially pertinent to its locale in Gera, a city in the German federal state of Thruingia. The state, along with its
neighboring state, Saxony, has undergone more than 15 years of remediation projects to address the legacies of
uranium ore mining operations left behind by a Soviet-German joint mining venture. The new landscapes that have
been created at the site and in other countries was the theme of symposium.
Ian has worked in Australia, Papua New Guinea and Malaysia with government agencies and private consulting
firms for the mining industry. He is an accredited soil scientist with specialist skills in soil survey, land capability
assessment, digital terrain analysis, contaminated site assessment and mine landform design.
His experience includes mine closure planning and remediation, environmental planning for forest plantation
development, urban and rural development, regional land capability assessment, pipeline and telecommunications
route planning, environmental impact assessment and catchment management.
Ian also is author and co-author of nine publications in international scientific journals and books, more than 50
reports (including confidential reports to industry) and 18 conference papers. His WISMUT 2007 paper is
published in M. Paul, P Mattig, H. Metzner 2007. Proceedings des Internationalen Bergbausymposiums WISMUT
2007. Stilllegung und Revitalisierung von Bergbaustandorten zur nachhaltigen Regionalentwicklung. p543-550.
For more information contact Ian at Ian_Hollingsworth@urscorp.com. #
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SOI L CON FEREN CES
International Paleopedology 2008 Conference, India
January 10-14 2008 http://www.int-paleopedologyconf-2008.com/
High resolution digital soil sensing & mapping, Sydney
February 5-8 2008 http://www.iuss.org/HRDSM_Flyer3.pdf.
2nd International Salinity Forum: Salinity, water and society, Adelaide
March-31-April 3 2008 http://www.internationalsalinityforum.org.
European Geosciences Union Conference, Vienna
April 13-18 2008 http://meetings.copernicus.org/egu2008
Lysimeters for Global Change Research, Germany
April 23-25 2008 http://www.gsf.de/neu/lysimeter-workshop/
Agro Environ Symposia 6th international symposium, Turkey
April 28 - May 1 2008 http://www.agroenviron2008.org/
15th ISCO Conference, Budapest
May 18-23 2008 http://www.isco2008.com
14th International Symposium on Society and Resource Management (ISSRM), Vermont US
June 10-14 2008 www.ISSRM2008.org
Eurosoil Congress: Soil, society and environment, Vienna
August 25-29 2008. www.ecsss.net
The Australian Society of Agronomy biennial conference, Adelaide
September 21-25 2008 www.agronomy.org.au/events/2008

SOI L ART BY GARY CLARK

La Trobe PhD candidate Gary Clark photographed this cryptogamic crust in Gluepot Reserve, SA.
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Top: eroded alluvium; bottom left and right, gilgai, centre, coffee rock.
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